
Headteacher’s Message 

 

Today is the end of an era: it is the last day our students in years 11 and 13 will be on site and 

learning together with their peers and teachers. We have enjoyed the time our students have 

shared with us and we shall have many happy memories of how they have grown and thrived 

during their time here. We look forward to seeing everyone again at our celebrations and            

results day events and for those students who will return to our sixth form in September, we 

look       forward to the next two years. We wish each and every one of our leavers a bright, 

happy and          successful future.  

Each year we are keen to seek the views of our parents and this year, once again, we are 

providing an online survey. Traditionally we have based our questions on the Ofsted survey 

and, typically, we have been delighted by the response rate, receiving between 300 and 400 

responses each year.  The results of our survey are used by governors and school leaders to 

determine our school’s priorities in the future. 

This year, we invite all parents to complete our surveys using these links: 

Years 7-11: https://forms.gle/ohmMvZYcGgN43qdR6 
Sixth Form: https://forms.gle/fUbLqRhRroJ5obft5 
 
There are just 14 questions, with an opportunity to add comments if you wish to, and we         

anticipate that our survey will take approximately 10 minutes to complete.  

We can't emphasise enough how important it is that we hear your views of our school and we 

ask that all responses have been shared by Friday 11
th
 June. 

Your time and feedback are greatly appreciated – thank you.  

Finally, as we arrive at the end of another half term, we wish everyone a safe and enjoyable 
holiday. We look forward to seeing students in school again on Monday 7

th
 June.  

https://forms.gle/ohmMvZYcGgN43qdR6
https://forms.gle/fUbLqRhRroJ5obft5


 



Contact tracing over May half-term 

Schools continue to play an important role in contact tracing for students and staff. 

For this reason, where students test positive for COVID-19 during half-term,       

having developed symptoms more than 2 days since being in school, no        

action is needed. Young people, parents and carers should follow contact 

tracing instructions provided by NHS Test and Trace.  

However, where students or staff test positive having developed symptoms within 

2 days of being in school please contact:                                                          

PositiveCOVIDResult@chenderit.net, to let us know who your child was: 

 In face-to-face contact with (including being coughed on or having a            

face-to-face conversations) within 1 metre 

 within 1 metre of for 1 minute or longer without face-to-face contact 

 within 2 metres of for more than 15 minutes (either as a one-off contact or 

added up together over 1 day) 

 travelling in the same vehicle with 

 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

COVID-19 testing over May half-term 

As lockdown eases, taking a rapid COVID-19 test twice a week, even if you do not 

have symptoms, will help us stay ahead of the spread of the virus, particularly as 

new strains appear. Around 1 in 3 people with COVID-19 have no symptoms and 

are spreading the virus without knowing. This includes those who have had their 

vaccine.  

We want to thank you for your continued support in testing. Over 40 million 

tests with staff and students have now been conducted in the UK as part of the     

education testing programme. 

The result of a rapid test could be positive, negative or even void. But whatever it 

is, it should be reported straight away, every time. Recording all test results helps 

scientists stay ahead of the virus by spotting new outbreaks quickly and advising 

how to respond.  

Reporting results is easy. Go to report a COVID-19 lateral flow test result or call 

119 free from a mobile or landline. Lines are open every day, 7am to 11pm.         

Support is offered in 200 languages as well as British Sign Language and Live 

Video Assistance. 
 

mailto:PositiveCOVIDResult@chenderit.net
https://www.gov.uk/report-covid19-result?utm_source=26%20May%202021%20C19&utm_medium=Daily%20Email%20C19&utm_campaign=DfE%20C19


Year 9 

As we come to the summer term, Yr9 are busy prepping for their PPEs that will happen on the week     
commencing the 14th June. To help them. Their tutors have been working with them on different revision 
strategies. Why not ask your Yr9 child about any of the following: 

 How to make effective notes 

 The benefits of using audio notes (such as GCSE Pod or making their own!) 

 Effective mind mapping 

 Smarter revision habits 

 The use of Activelearn, Seneca and GCSE Pod 

Achievements: 

This year we have had many students excel in gaining positive SIMs – there are six students who have 
gained over 150 positive SIMS so I would like to say a personal well done to them! 

Katie Dudley-Cave 9B 

Leanne Gubbins 9F 

Eleanor Handley 9C 

Max Preest 9F 

Dhaym Shah 9A 

Elena Willamson 9C 

 

Finally, I hope Yr9 have a very relaxing half term break, and come back raring to smash their exams in 
the way their tutors and I know they can! 

 

Miss Nunweiler 

Head of Learning for Year 10 letter  

Dear parents and carers of Year 10 students, 

This week sees the end of a very busy and successful Term 5 for our Year 10 students. As we are able to move 
away from some of the restrictions in school caused by the Covid situation the students have responded well to 
getting on with the job of learning and making real progress in their GCSE subjects. Could I take this opportunity to 
mention that after the half term break I shall be carrying out a Standards and Consistency check with each tutor 
group to ensure the standards of uniform are high and that students bring the correct equipment to school each 
day to ensure they are properly prepared for their lessons? Could I ask you to ensure that your child is wearing 
their full and correct uniform and they are wearing appropriate shoes; there has been some leniency with school 
shoes as a result of Covid restrictions but I would like to see any outstanding concerns resolved ready for the start 
of Term 6 in June. 

Year 10 students are heavily engaged in revising and preparing for their Pre-Public Exams that commence on       
Tuesday 15th June. The team of Year 10 tutors have been delivering a wealth of information to their students                
during tutor time sessions in recent weeks to help students understand some of the strategies they can use to 
support their revision, both in school and at home. This week tutors have focused on students understanding how 
to create and use a revision timetable to use at home. Again, could I ask that you discuss how, and when, your 
child will be using some of their time over the half term break to further their revision? Having spoken to many 
Heads of Departments recently they have sent me copies of the topics they are expecting Year 10 students to be 
revising ahead of exams in their subjects. All students will have been given the relevant information from their 
subject teacher clearly indicating the topics they need to revise. Please contact your child’s subject teacher, tutor 
or myself if you would like further information about the topics your child should be revising for any of the                        
subjects they are studying. A timetable for the Year 10 Pre-Public Exams is being developed as I write and will be 
sent to all parents as soon as it has been verified. 



It is with great pleasure that I am announcing the latest round of students who were recipients of Achievement 
Certificates today based on the amount of positive SIM logs that students had earned during Term 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A huge congratulations to all of the students named above who received an award that recognises their hard work 

and efforts during the lockdown and since returning to school.  

Finally I would like to say a big thank you to all the parents and carers who continue to support their child at home 

with preparations for the Year 10 Pre-Public Exams. The hard work and effort students put into these exams in 

June, and subsequent results, will be a great springboard for a successful year ahead when they start Year 11. 

Best wishes 

 

Toby Holland  

 

Head of Learning for Year 10 

 

The Bronze Awards for 50 positive SIM logs went to: 

Zoe Cottom  Abi Van-Santen 

Alfie Russell  Meghan Rawson 

Milan Paszti  William Nunn 

Max Hudson  Ashley Kelly 

Guy Griffin  Cameron Marshall 

Ethan Evans  Harriet Jones 

Noah Evans  Harry Thorbergsen 

Ben Underwood Ella Rylott-Byrd 

Danielle Reynolds Freddie Furby 

Zhaib Mohammed 

The Silver Awards for 75 positive logs went to: 

Evie Merry  Elliott Davenport Jarvis 

Troy Ellis  Kaci Cooper 

Matthew Sung Kieran Young 

Corey Rounsfell George Jackson 

Emily Campion James Hijstee 

Alfie Aspinall  Lucy Daniels 

George Wilson        Lauren Beckham 

Mia Wareing  Emily Barrett 

Harry Tyler 

The Gold Awards for 100 positive logs went 

to: 

Josh Byrne   Gabriella Illman 

Michael South  Eddie King 

The Platinum Award for 150 logs went to: 

Abbie-Jo Sutton 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is now time to wish a fond farewell to our Year 11 students. Whilst the last 12 months have 

been very different to what we had planned, I would like to take this opportunity to say how                 

immensely proud I am of the students and their ability to adapt to the challenges that distance 

learning brought, and the focus and drive they continued to show towards their studies                       

throughout this difficult time.  

It has been an honour to guide the students as their Head of Learning since Year 8 and I am so 

proud of everything they have achieved during that time. From our inter-form competitions in 

Year 8, Duke of Edinburgh in Year 9 and our virtual contact during the many periods of                            

lockdown, I have enjoyed getting know each and every one of them.  

It is with great fondness and a tinge of sadness that I have to say goodbye. It has been a                             

privilege to watch the students grow and mature into kind, caring, determined young adults. I 

hope I will see many familiar faces return in September to our Sixth Form. But, whether they are 

going on to college, Sixth Form or a work based placement,  I wish each Year 11 student all the 

best for their future and hope they achieve everything they are working towards, whatever path 

they have chosen to take to get there.  

Finally, I would like to thank all the parents for their support over the last four years – your child 

is only where they are because of your endless support and encouragement.  

I look forward to seeing all of the students who have purchased their Prom ticket on 8
th
 July at 

Whittlebury Hall, where we will be able to celebrate their achievements and our time together in 

a more social setting.  

Thank you and goodbye, 

Miss Cramb 

 

 



PE 

 

We are looking forward to the resumption of inter-school sport and are hoping that we will have 

the green light (in some form!) for September! With this in mind, we are looking to update some 

of our team kits. We would like to offer an opportunity for local companies to sponsor a kit in or-

der that we can purchase kits that our students can be proud to wear whilst representing the 

school. We are looking to update our junior and senior football kits – including a new kit for our 

very successful (pre-Covid) girls’ programme. We are also looking for a 1
st
 XV rugby kit, senior 

and junior netball kits too. 

 

We work in partnership with Cross Embroidery for our current kits, but are looking at bespoke     
designs for rugby and netball. Previous sponsors have donated between £250 & £500 depending 
on the kit – we are happy to discuss other figures for other kit though! In return, we regularly         
publicise the school sports teams in our weekly Keep In Touch magazine that goes to every           
family (we are a school of over 1100 students!) Also, we currently have 1200 followers on                          
Instagram (with 300 additions this year alone) and we currently have a 3475 post reach on                     
Facebook with almost 1500 regular ‘engagers’ that see, scroll and like our posts. This gives a 
company great exposure within the local area and would be a positive way of increasing brand 
and service awareness. If you have any questions or wish to start a conversation about                             
sponsorship, please email avickers@chenderit.net and we will be pleased to see what we can 
do! Below is an example of a kit kindly sponsored by Hewitt’s Tyres who are now benefitting from 
the exposure of the post you are reading! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to try organise and plan for some ‘catch-up’ extra-curricular PE, sport and activity during 

term 6 we are wanting the students in Years 7 through 10 to give us some input and insight as to 

what they may want us to try and provide. This will help us plan and organise our provision for 

the summer term. On Satchel One students will find a HWK set which is a google form that we 

are asking them to spend a few seconds filling in. We will then collage and analyse the feedback 

and answers. Please discuss with your child and encourage them to get active and involved! 

Students will be asked the following questions:- 

 Would you be interested in one session per week after school for just your year group to be 

active, play sports and add to your school experience? 

 Choose two activities that you are interested in doing (this will help us plan what we offer 

and can do) – we are prioritising ‘summer’ activities as these have been the most hit by 

Covid so there is a list of activities that we can offer. 

Once we know what interest there is, we can structure an offer ready for after half term. 

mailto:avickers@chenderit.net


 

Chenderit Sixth Form  

Sixth Form Weekly Bulletin 
        Week Beginning: 24th May 2021  

A well done  message for our Year 13s! 

The day has finally arrived – the last day of your time 

as a Chenderit Sixth Former! By no means was this 

the way that we wanted your Sixth Form experience 

to be or end, but despite the things that we were        

unable to do with you all, you have been one of the 

best Year 13 cohorts we have ever had the pleasure of 

supporting. Whilst the restrictions of the pandemic 

have meant that there are certain things you have 

been delayed in doing (that first night out down the 

pub with your friends being principle amongst many 

of your concerns!), you have all developed and grown 

because of it, potentially without even realising. You 

have all had to adapt and cope with online learning, 

you have had to keep yourselves and your loved ones 

safe and you have all had to grow into young adults 

and find yourselves without being surrounded          

physically by your peers and teachers. This is no mean 

feat – the resilience and adaptability that you have 

all shown will benefit you immensely in the future 

and you will be able to stand out from the crowd and 

show society what you are made of. You have also sat 

your exams over the past few weeks, and whilst we 

know that this has been a time where many of you 

have felt anxious and stressed, you have dealt with 

this maturely and with an excellent work ethic. If    

anyone in the future even tries to say “you were part 

of the year groups that never even had to sit exams” 

you will be ready with a retort… you have earned 

your grades through hard work and determination 

and you should be incredibly proud of yourselves for 

this. Most of all, I hope that you all know how proud 

we are of you all, and by ‘we’, I mean every single 

member of staff at Chenderit. You are a remarkable 

group of young adults and we cannot wait to see 

what you achieve in the future. I will miss seeing you 

all each day, so please keep in touch. Remember your 

leavers’ assembly and celebration is on 5th July so we 

look forward to seeing you all soon (you can’t get rid 

of us that easily!). Enjoy the break and we’ll see you 

soon. 

- Mr Belstone, Mrs Rowe and Mrs Smith. 

 

Year 12 Post 18 Planning 

This is an exciting time for Year 12 students who are 

now really settled into their A Level courses and    

looking forward to the next step in their careers. We 

have been impressed with the diligence shown by Year 

12 in preparing their personal statements and profiles 

in readiness for applying to university and                   

apprenticeship providers. Apprenticeship                     

opportunities are increasing again and provide work 

experience and an income alongside gaining a           

qualification. The Top Ten apprenticeship providers in 

the UK are  The British Army; HMRC; The Royal     

Navy; BT; MTR Elizabeth Line; Mazars LLP; Optionis 

Group; Mitchells and Butlers; Greene King and The 

Royal Air Force. More information about the Top 100 

Apprenticeship Providers can be found here: https://

www.gov.uk/government/news/top-100-

apprenticeship-employers-announced.  

It includes Employers from the public and private     

sector, and includes industries such as healthcare,    

finance, engineering, banking, the charity sector,        

retailing, accountancy and local government. It is     

definitely worth having a look at the list and             

exploring the opportunities on offer. It is worth                 

remembering that Employers offering degree level                

apprenticeships will pay tuition fees. The following 

link provides some really useful information about 

the type of industries offering degree level                                

apprenticeships as well as Universities linked to the 

courses.   

https://www.prospects.ac.uk/jobs-and-work-

experience/apprenticeships/degree-apprenticeships 

 

                                                                                         

Year 13 Transition Workshops 

A quick reminder that we are running workshops on 

Thursday 10th June to prepare our Year 13 students for 

moving away from home. These will focus on fiscal 

responsibility and also healthy eating, with the        

opportunity for students to learn and cook some 

quick and easy recipes with Mrs Rowe. Please register 

on the Google Form here by the end of the day today. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/top-100-apprenticeship-employers-announced
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/top-100-apprenticeship-employers-announced
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/top-100-apprenticeship-employers-announced
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/jobs-and-work-experience/apprenticeships/degree-apprenticeships
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/jobs-and-work-experience/apprenticeships/degree-apprenticeships
https://forms.gle/ZLke2ypw7ewD2Ugm6


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 8 have been working particularly well on their topics over the last few weeks. Below are some examples of the great work 
they have produced. 
 

 
 

 

Oliver Vaughan 

Amelia Moore 

SCIENCE SCIENCE 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Danny Markham 
8B2 Separation  

techniques 

Rebecca Russell 

        Louisa Pettinger 

The brown layer in the 
cake represents the crust, 
the red layer is              
representing the mantle, 
the yellow layer is          
representing the outer 
core and the orange layer 
is representing the inner 
core 

                 Zach Rimmer 

8A1 The Earth 

Elizabeth Orris 



 



Aim High: My Flying So Far! 

“As a child, I was fascinated by the concept of flying and spent hours discussing the prospect of becoming a pilot 

with my father. 

On my 14th birthday, I was given a flight in a small aircraft at Enstone as a gift from my parents. This was my first 

time in a small aircraft and the start of many to come. 

When I was 15, I joined Banbury Gliding Club. This was the best decision I ever made. Flying gliders on a Saturday 

and Sunday has improved my confidence and given me countless opportunities! 

I went solo in the gliders this year. Flying alone at 2000 feet is a very unique experience! I tend to speak to myself, 

whistle or sing very badly to fill that strange feeling of being completely alone! Flying solo puts into perspective the 

fact that you are really flying! It’s amazing and peaceful. 

Thus year, I joined Bicester Flying Club where I am working my way towards my PPL (private pilots’ license). When 

I am 17, I will be old enough to take my skills test (just like a driving test) and if I pass, then I will be a licensed pilot 

and I intend to use this qualification to fly myself down to the coast for ice cream! 

As well as flying at the airfield, I also help with the maintenance. The pilots at the club always include me in all     

aspects of maintenance, and have given me the opportunity to work on powered aircraft and gliders in my spare 

time. 

This summer, I plan to spend 7 days a week at the club, flying and doing maintenance whenever I can. I also aim to 

build my PPL hours and convert to single sector gliders. 

A goal for my future would be to have a career in aviation, whether that is as a pilot or an engineer, but most                 

importantly to me, I would like to give back to gliding and be an instructor. One day, I hope to own my own small 

aircraft. Just like the one pilot I look up to at Hinton. 

Lilly Moffitt, Y11 

 

 

We are delighted that Lilly was able to take such beautiful photos of our school while flying above Chenderit. Thank 

you Lilly. 

Mrs Cartwright – Head Teacher 

 

 





 



Media: Where East meets West.  

A brief history of film! 
 

Studying film is not often as clear as the demarcation between the East and the West, but does 

offer an insight into the shifting plates of reason that separate those two cultural land masses 

that were torn asunder less that 120 years ago with the birth of the film industry. France is      

generally acknowledged as the birthplace of modern cinema, at least here in the West, whereas 

in Russia they may argue differently. Thomas Edison made his claim as the kingpin of film in 

1893 with the invention of the Kinetoscope: a clumsy mechanical invention that could project 

moving pictures back to an audience but not eloquently enough for an audience to sit back and 

enjoy in what we could call a 'believable' quality. France however, developed a method put       

forward by two luminary brothers, Auguste and Louis Lumiere, who invented the beginnings of 

the projection system we still recognise today known as the 'Cinematographe' and is credited 

with the first projected film ever shown to an audience on December 28,1895. There were many 

rumours of other people producing film prior to this date, including Max Sladowsky in Germany, 

and even in Britain with Augustin Le Prince, a Yorkshireman who mysteriously vanished on a 

train, after, allegedly, holding a meeting with the American inventor, Thomas Edison to          

showcase his own invention of the film camera/projection system in 1890, but like cinema itself, 

this spawned an urban myth typical of any great thriller film - when he failed to ever be seen 

again after the meeting. Film imitating life itself, perhaps? 

 

Anyway, I diverge. France was established as the birthplace of film in 1895 and companies like 

Pathé and Gaumont which still exist today, established many of the norms we expect to see,    

including the terms:  Genre (type), Auteur (author/ director), and the word cinema itself.  There 

are more cinemas in France than any other country. Paris has the highest density of cinemas in 

the world, measured by the number of movie theatres per inhabitant, and the most successful 

film industry in Europe. It is seen as the cultural norm, to relish and indulge in it as often as       

possible, making daily life, family events, festivals a part of this 'haute cuisine' (high level)          

art form, savoured as much as the French cooking itself.  

 

So, what does this have to do with the East and the West? Briefly, the first films were more        

silent, fantasy based (George Meliés) and early documentary, but with the outbreak of World 

War 1 and the occupation of France, America stole the crown and established 'Hollywood' in 

Western California on the sight of a vast, orange plantation and hereby developed the studio 

system we still know including film companies: Universal, Fox and Warner Brothers where        

actors became larger than life movie 'stars' and people flocked to see them wherever and      

whenever possible. Shortly afterwards, as film progressed, genre (film types) were established 

as the recognisable convention for identifying the style of films and also as a commercial and 

easily identifiable commodity, with the West opting for 'Mis En Scene' (everything you see in the 

frame) as the format for cinema goers, providing clear indicators of the plot, narrative and                

setting, making it easy to follow and understand.  



Often in the style of Cowboy movies, the early films allowed for more time to partake, a slower 

pace and archetypal characters to appear with believable storylines, archetypal characters (good 

vs bad) and entertaining: drama, conflict, romance and guns.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         

                                William S. Hart as Two Gun Bill, from The Gunfighter, 1916. Seaver Center for                       
Western History Research, Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County 

 

 

Russia, on the other hand, having just survived the aftermath of the Russian Revolution in 1917, 

decided that its burgeoning film industry should focus on film for 'the people' and created more 

realistic and narrative-based or real life events primarily used for education and propoganda 

loosely called 'Formalism'.  This style of filmmaking led to the development of storylines based 

on everyday events, Battleship Potempkin (the classic silent film regarding the beginnings of the 

Russian revolution.) where shots or 'cells' of images were put together as elements of collision 

and conflict each shot creating a 'montage' (shot types and angles) allowing for a new level of 

meaning - jarring the viewer into making sense of deciphering the message. This is more often 

used in action, horror and thriller movies creating greater emotion, involvement and enjoyment. 

  

 

 

 

 

Broninosets Potemkin (Battleship Potemkin). 1925. USSR. 



Today, this style of cinema making is the norm across the planet, where multi-layered meanings 

(polysemic), puzzles (enigma) and narratives (non-linear) allow the viewer to engage with, be 

confronted by, and informed by multiple ways of reading the image - and to delight in the fantasy 

and reality of film and a more immersive experience. Although Russia is not generally       

acknowledged in regards to this, this technique has spawned some of the most memorable 

movies of all time, from Lord of The Rings to Star Wars sharing the drama, action and pleasure 

we have come to know through cinema and has helped to narrow that cultural divide between 

continents. So, let's toast and celebrate those differences and as they say in Russian, 

‘Praznovat’ (celebrate) the birth of film and all the wonders that it shares.  

 

 

International film and TV are studied in relation to the Media Studies, A Level alongside American                    

cinema, advertisements, magazines, online media and music videos which make it a fun, wide ranging 

course full of media issues, debates and analysis. Why not give it a try?   Media Studies is a two-year 

course with practical tasks, essays and a final exam.  

 

Media Studies team. 2021. 

 

Talk to Ms. Willett, Ms. Nunweiller or Mr Osborne for more details.  

 MFL NEWS             
 

Stars of MFL learning ⭐ 

We would like to congratulate the following students for their hard work and                
contributions to lessons over the last couple of weeks. Well done! 
 
Name Year  Language 

Finley Robeson 7 French 

Sophie Gordon  7  French 

Phoebe Drysdale 7 French 

Taylor Dobson 8 German  

Rebecca Russell 8  German 

Sophie Shepherd 8  German 

Tilly Anthony              8  German 

Lorcan Blair             8  German 

Maddy Brown 8  German 



Robert Byne           8  German 

Kelly Croft           8  German 

Tom Norton             8  German 

Finn Reynolds          8  German 

Zach Rimmer           8  German 

Tallulah Roberton 8  German 

Josh Gisevicius  8 French  

Eleandor Handley  9 French 

Anna Wilkins             9 German  

Dhaym Shah            9 German  

Declan Timms 10 German 

Lara Radcliffe            10  German 

Tyreese Mayers 10 German 

Aaron Singh             10 German 

Matthew Sung 10 German 

Josh Fisher             10 German 

George Wilson 10 German 

Maddy Hoy             10 German 

Gabriella Illman 10 German 

Frankie Blee              10 French 

Hannah Mitchell 11 French 

Phoebe Pope              11 French 

Lottie Reid                11 French 

Charlotte Woodcock   11 French 

Jodie Fisher              11 French 

Bronny Smith              11 French 

 

 

Revision and skills practice 

 

This week Year 7 and 8 French and German classes have been revising for their end of year exams, 

which begin after half term. Some classes have been using games and challenges to practise writing 

complex and varied sentences, like this one ,shown overleaf.  

The idea here is to build a longer sentence by selecting one box from each column and moving from left 

to right. The different colours are worth different points and you can try to get the highest or lowest               

number etc.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have also been looking at model answers for writing questions to help students understand which      

features should be included to create a successful piece of written French or German. Srudents can use 

these as part of their revision.  

 

Top revision strategies for your exams and assessments this term for Years 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12.  

 Begin revision in good time and do some regularly, not just the night before.  

 Look at the information from your teachers about what is going to be assessed.   

 Look over the vocabulary for what you have been learning this year and relearn areas you might not 

know so well. 

 Make sure you know how to use the key verbs you have been taught. Do you know them in the other 

tenses you have been learning (other tenses not applicable for Y7)  

 Use active strategies to practise words and phrases i.e. look, cover, write.  

 Make revision cards with English on one side and the French/ German on the other.  

 Teach yourself key phrases you could use in a range of situations in writing (and speaking for later 

on) i.e. ‘In my opinion’, ‘The most interesting thing is/ was’ ‘ What I really like is’.  

 Ask a parent to test you on your vocabulary, verbs or structures 

  
  Use Active Learn to complete tasks set by your teachers. You can also do some for yourself even if 

 your teacher hasn’t set it. www.pearsonactivelearn.com   
 
 Y9 and 10 can use GCSE Pod https://www.gcsepod.com/ to practise key topic areas and complete                  
 activities based on the pods they hear.  
 
 Year 12 can log on to www.kerboodle.com to practise their exam skills for all the topics they have                       
 covered.  

http://www.pearsonactivelearn.com
https://www.gcsepod.com/
http://www.kerboodle.com


Good luck to all years in school sitting their exams in June! 

  

 

 

Goodbye and good luck to Year 11 and 13  

(Auf Wiedersehen! Adieu! Viel Glück! Bonne chance!) 

  

This week we are also saying goodbye to Year 11 and Year 13 who have now completed all their                    

assessments and work. It has been an unusual and challenging year for our students and we are very 

impressed with how they have engaged with the different processes for achieving grades this summer. It 

has been great working with you all and we wish you all the best for the future. We hope to see lots of you 

at Sixth Form in September and we will definitely see some of you for A level languages.  

 

 

 

Language Fun 

 



 

Geography  

It has been great this half term to deliver our normal planned curriculum to our students in classrooms! 

So many of them are ready to learn each lesson, producing excellent class and homework and                    

demonstrate enthusiasm for their learning, engaging fully in class activities.  

We continue to be proud of our students. With so many excellent examples of commitment to work and 

engagement, it would be impossible to mention them all, so we have selected just a few to mention by 

name.  

Year 7 

This half term, the students have completed a unit of work on globalisation and are currently studying 

weather and climate in class. It has been lovely to have our year 7 students back and engaged in class    

activities, and so many of them have made significant steps forward. Here are a few students we would 

like to mention in person: 

 Olly Ormand (7A Gg1) for his excellent engagement and enthusiasm in all of our lessons. He 

shows a clear interest in weather and climate and his wider knowledge and understanding of the 

topic is excellent. Well done, Olly! 

 Cale Cooper (7A Gg2) for his diligent and conscientious attitude towards learning, his  reflective 

contributions and for being a thoughtful member of the class. Well done Cale! 

 Holly MacDonald (8A Gg3) for her high standards, commitment to her learning and contributions 

in class. Well done Holly, you are a pleasure to teach. 

 Harriet Blake (7B1) She always has an excellent attitude to learning and is growing into an                    

excellent geographer. She has made great progress in her assessments and her homework is always 

of a great quality, meaning that her understanding of key concepts is well embedded. Well done, 

Harriet!  

 William Harding (7B Gg2) William has continued to work in a very conscientious way in                              

Geography, he regularly contributes his ideas to lessons and completes tasks to a very high                        

standard. His recent globalisation assessment was very impressive, he was able to discuss his ideas 

in depth and offer a thorough evaluation of the question set. 

 Sophia Williamson (7B Gg3) Since September Sophia has made considerable improvement in her 

understanding of geographical concepts. Her commitment to her work has been exemplary and 

both the quality of classwork, homework and the recent assessment on globalisation has been                    

fantastic. Well done Sophia! 

The following students also continue to show commitment to their work in geography, by focusing and 

working hard in lessons, actively engaging in class discussions or making significant improvements: 

Sophie Kenny, Rebecca Leadbeater, Katherine Clarke, William Brookes-Baker, Kyla Cooknell, Christa-

belle Elder, Ewan Harris, Anoushey Rizvi, Henry Baker, Tobias Godfrey, Grace Lilley, Isabella Gilchrist, 

Sohail Hussain, Jay Squire, Bliss Bailey, Alex Clarke, Tristan Shaw, Emily Smith 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 8 

This half term the students have completed a unit of work on earthquakes and sat an assessment on this 

topic. They are currently examining global biomes, which looks at the functioning of ecosystems and then 

focuses on corals reefs, deserts, desertification and tropical rainforests. The students have been fully             

engaged with the work we have been doing, which has been fantastic to see. There are again too many 

students to mention, but her are just a few who stand out:  

 Tom Norton (8A Gg1) for his enthusiasm and engagement and the regular contributions he makes 
to class discussions. Tom demonstrated excellent knowledge and understanding in the last                          
assessment on earthquakes. Well done Tom! 

 Heidi Upton (8A Gg2) for her continued enthusiasm in lessons, her hard work and her excellent  

result in our recent earthquake assessment. 

 (8A Gg3) Holly MacDonald for her high standards, commitment to her learning and contributions 

in class. Well done Holly, you are a pleasure to teach. 

 Will Bouvier (8B Gg1) for his diligence and commitment to all aspects of his work including the 

thoughtful and regular contributions he makes to class discussions. Well done Will! 

 Izzy Bricknell (8B Gg2) for her consistent hard work, thoughtful contributions to lessons and her 

excellent end of unit assessment on earthquakes. 

 Sean Reynolds (8B3) Sean is an excellent Geographer and puts 100% into all of his work, both in 

the classroom and at home too. He has made great improvements in his assessments throughout 

the year and contributes great ideas to class discussions, showing a clear understanding of key                

concepts and ideas. Well done, Sean! 

The following students also continue to show commitment to their work in geography, by focusing and 

working hard in lessons, actively engaging in class discussions or making significant improvements: 

Eliot Ford-Ziemelis, Maddy Brown, Ella Tilling, Luca Rees, Noah, Tuzzio, Rebecca Russell, Zach Hazell, 

Zara Mehmood, Arek Milek, Armagan Hussain, Edward Currier, Robert Byne, Lucy Herring Eric Jackson, 

Rliey Turner-Soare, Riley Hall, Will Moore, Owen Speed, Oliver Vaughan, Pippa Wood 

Molly Wright 

Year 7 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 9 

Since the students have been back in class full time, they have completed the unit of work they were               

doing on India, along with their first major assessment. They are currently examining a unit of work on 

geological timescales and glaciation. This is quite a technical unit, with lots of new terminology and                       

concepts, and many of our students have shown great commitment and engagement, which has been 

fantastic to see. Here are a few specific mentions: 

 Lollie Wareing (9H Gg1) Lollie has shown remarkable resilience and determination this year. She 

always puts 100% effort into her work, both inside and outside of the classroom, and she will                   

always have a go at all tasks even if she is unsure. Well done, Lollie – it is this attitude to learning 

that means you will go far! 

 Ava Arrand (9H Gg1) Ava has consistently shown an excellent attitude to learning since the start 

of year 9. She is always engaged in class and actively takes part in class discussions, showing her 

understanding of quite complex processes involved in glaciation. Well done, Ava! 

 Alfie Smith (9J Gg1) – for his diligence and commitment to all aspects of his work, including                              

excellent homework and assessment grades and the thoughtful contributions he makes to class               

discussions. Well done Alfie! 

 Emma Cross (9J Gg1) – for her consistent attitude and work ethic. Emma produces thorough class 

notes and makes regular valid contributions to class discussions. Well done! 

 Ella Pettitt (9J Gg2) –for her significant level of improvement in both the quality of her classwork 

and homework and for her greater involvement in lessons, this has been great to see! 

 Charlie Mullins-Blyth (9J Gg2) – for his improved work ethic, his consistent classwork and his                     

improved assessment results. Well done Charlie! 

 

Izzy Bricknell 

Year 8 



 

The following students also continue to show commitment to their work in geography, by focusing and 

working hard in lessons, actively engaging in class discussions or making significant improvements: 

Charlie Cubitt-O’Neal, Daisy Jones, Harry Simpkins, Eden Boote, Crystal Burn, Katie Dudley-Cave, Owen 

Gardner, Kyran Jolly, Kiera Jones, Ruby Milson, Lillie Sutthikhot, Lottie Arrand, Myron Barnett, Harry P. 

Morgan, Holly Ruddick. 

 

Year 10 

Since being back in school, the students completed a unit of work on tectonic hazards and an end of unit 

assessment that we thoroughly evaluated. We are currently examining climatic hazards, focusing on                 

atmospheric circulation, climate change and tropical storms. There are some tricky concepts in this unit 

of work, and our students have been actively engaged in lessons and shown tremendous focus and                    

commitment to their work.  The quality of work produced in many of our students books continues to be 

exemplary and it would be impossible to mention all students, but here are a few that stand out: 

 Louise Clark (10L Gg1) Louise puts a huge amount of effort into her Geography work, both inside 

and outside of the classroom. She has made great progress in her assessments, showing a clear                    

aptitude for the subject. Well done, Louise! 

 Ben Underwood (10L Gg1) Ben is a rather quiet student who keeps himself to himself in lessons, 

but underneath this is a young man who is incredibly focused and hardworking. He has also made 

great progress in his assessments and offers thoughtful contributions to class discussions, showing a 

great understanding of Geographical concepts. Well done, Ben! 

 Kathryn Glenny (10J Gg1) - for her conscientious attitude in Geography, producing very thorough 

class notes and achieving an excellent grade in the recent volcanoes assessment. Well done 

Kathryn! 

 Harri Jones (10J Gg1) – for her conscientious attitude to all aspects of her work, producing thorough 

class notes and achieving an excellent grade in the recent volcanoes assessment. Well done Harri!  

 Rosie-May Brand(10J Gg2) - for her continued hard work and engagement in lessons. For her                       

contributions to class discussions and her positive approach to learning. 

 Emily Doak (10J Gg2) – for her conscientious attitude and continued hard work. For her positive 

contributions to lessons and her success in her recent volcanoes assessment. 

The following students also continue to show commitment to their work in geography, by focusing and 

working hard in lessons, actively engaging in class discussions or making significant improvements: 

Archie Hunt, Isabella Hetherington, Emily Campion, Annabelle Dascalescu, Henry Carter, Maddie Hoy, 

Mimi Guinness, William Edwards, Gabriella Illman, Freya Pamphlett, Kayleigh Best, Frankie Blee, Olivia 

Devine, Harry Thorbergsen, Corey Rounsfell. 



Gabriella Illman Year 10                                                             William Edwards Year 10 

Year 11 

What a tough year our lovely year 11 students have had. They have remained so committed throughout 

as we have followed our usual GCSE syllabus, apart from completing residential fieldwork to Swanage and 

a day trip to Birmingham, usually highlights of the course. This half term, the students have been learning 

new content and preparing for their final synoptic paper. They still have one assessment opportunity next 

week on global hazards. Well done year 11, what fabulous students you have been – nearly there now! 

We would like to mention a few students in particular for their enthusiasm, contribution and quality of 

work produced in GCSE Geography:  

Quality of work produced:  

 Annabelle Tappenden, Lottie Reid, Bronny Smith, Jake Reynolds, Poppy Williams, Sophie Ford, George 

Avery, Charlie Jefferies 

Enthusiasm and Commitment: 

Phoebe Pope, Freya Bowles, Lucy Rowe, Chloe- May Marshall, Charlotte Woodcock, Emma Prew, Chloe 

Howe 

Significant improved achievement: 

Erin Tranter, Phoenix Groombridge, Skye Thorpe, Orli Pinkney, Asjad Bahar, Isobel Way, Leah Crompton 



Regular contribution to class discussion: 

Jodie Fisher, Jamie Cook, Liberty Smith, Jody Fisher, Jed Gibbins, Lewis Harris, Maicie Jakeman, Liam 

Goss, Sameer Qasi. 

 

Year 12 

It has been delightful to have a full half term back in school with our lovely Year 12 students. Although 

they are a large group, they are all hardworking and have shown tremendous commitment to their                  

studies, we are really proud of them all.  They have been examining glaciated landscapes and change,         

regenerating places, and the water cycle and water insecurity with their three teachers in recent weeks, 

and will soon be preparing for their PPEs in June. We know that they will work hard to do their best in 

these exams. There are too many students to mention in person, but the following students frequently 

offer contributions in all of the lessons: 

Lucy Frewin, Grace Carter, Charlie Waite, Ronan Mc Lean, Lochlan Bullworthy, Molly Lester, Charlie Blee 

Year 13 

Like our Year 11 students, our Year 13 students have had a tough year. They have shown resilience and 

commitment to their work and have been really busy revising for the recent examinations and completing 

their NEAs that they have just handed in this week.  

Thank you for being such a lovely group of students to teach, we will miss you all very much, and are very 

sorry that we were not able to give you the fieldwork opportunities we were expecting to offer you. 

We are delighted that so many of you are continuing with Geography or Geography related courses at 

University, and hope that you will stay in touch with us so we can find out all the interesting things you 

are learning about. You are all wonderful, thank you for being so committed and meeting all deadlines: 

Caitlin Donohoe, Holly Thompson, Sophie Harris, Charlie Willis, Vicky Strong, Molly Budd, Eoghan                 

Evan–Jones, Will Thorley, Hayley Gunter, Georgia Cocker  

Message from Student Voice 

______________________________________ 
 
As we come to the end of another half-term, we would like to take this opportunity to wish our 
Year 11s and Year 13s the best of luck as they move towards the next stage of their lives. It goes 
without saying that it has been a challenging year for all, but Year 11 and Year 13 have had to 
work extra hard these last few weeks to complete their all-important PPEs. We also would also like 
to thank all of the teachers who have been working tirelessly to help our exam years prepare for 
these exams, and then marking all the papers too! And of course, we would like to extend a big 
thank you to all of the parents and carers at home for your support.  
 
In addition, we would like to wish Years 7 to 12 good luck with their upcoming End-of-Year exams 
- as the Year 11s and Year 13s will tell you - revision is key and practice makes perfect.  
 
We are very much looking forward to the final half-term. It is safe to say that we all (students, staff 
and parents/carers alike) can do with a long, well-earned summer break, but until then, we will 
continue to ‘aim high, work hard and be nice’ - a motto that we hope will stick with our Year 11s 
and 13s as they embark on their next adventure!  



 
PSHE Personal Development 

On Wednesday, 25th May Year 8 students were  

involved in a virtual workshop called ‘Smashed’  

which focussed upon alcohol abuse amongst 

young people. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students watched a 30 minute drama about three teenagers, which looked at peer               

pressure, ‘binge’ drinking, parental pressure, risky and anti-social behaviour and                                   

highlighted both the short and long term implications of drinking alcohol. 

Questions were then posed to students about the drama and their views on why it                    

happened and how the situation could be changed. Students worked in their classes and 

fed back to the information live to the presenter and also to the other classes taking 

part. 

A few comments from students; 

‘I thought the workshop was really good - it gave a really good message out and the                    

actors portrayed the scene and issue within really well and clearly described how things 

can lead out of proportion’ 

 

‘It was very fun and good to see a real life enactment of the effects of alcohol abuse and 

underage drinking. I enjoyed it and it was very educational’. 

Students completed a ‘pre-workshop’ survey and have been asked to    

also complete a ‘post-workshop’ survey using the link below: 

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/KRWG22L  

There is more information on this specifically aimed  

at parents on the link below : 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/1pboi4odnw6mf3k/Smashed%20Parents%

27%20Guide%202021%20-%20Great%20Britain.pdf?dl=0  

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/KRWG22L
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1pboi4odnw6mf3k/Smashed%20Parents%27%20Guide%202021%20-%20Great%20Britain.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1pboi4odnw6mf3k/Smashed%20Parents%27%20Guide%202021%20-%20Great%20Britain.pdf?dl=0




DRAMA: 

We are delighted to have had a new flooring installed in the Drama studio this week.  

This is a fantastic resource and addition to the studio, giving Drama students the opportunity to rehearse and perform in a 
black box style space.  

It is paramount that we, as a Performing Arts community, respect and look after the new flooring. As a result, Drama                       
students are now to remove their shoes when rehearsing or performing on the new floor.  

We recommend that Drama students bring an extra pair of socks to wear 
during their lessons. It may be more advisable to wear socks which have 
pads on for better grip and to avoid slipping - such as the ‘Totes Toasties 
Socks’.  

We would appreciate you communicating this change with your child. If it is 
not possible for your child to have an extra pair of socks, they will still be 
allowed to perform on the new flooring but will still need to be prepared to 
take their shoes off.  



Online research opportunity for students  

 
We are running a project with the Reading Agency  where we are investigating     
factors that makes reading rewarding. In this project, we are specifically                  
investigating whether students aged 10-16 enjoy learning new words from context, 
and if all readers (not just the very good readers) show this enjoyment. We hope 
this will help us understand what intrinsically motivates us to read, and how this 
enjoyment changes over development.  
   

We are currently recruiting students aged 14 and 15. Parents are asked to give 

electronic consent. Students who consent are asked to complete a 2-part online 

study on word learning. During the study, they are asked to complete a short set of 

reading games for about 20-30 minutes, with a 5-minute follow up the next day. 

Participation is voluntary, and students who complete the study receive a £5        

Amazon voucher. The study can be accessed via this link: https://research.sc/

participant/login/dynamic/D296910B-2A13-4574-BC85-14911D3FA0C5. We        

recommend parents access the link via a tablet or computer.  

 

From the Psychology Department of Royal Holloway, University of London. 

https://readingagency.org.uk/
https://research.sc/participant/login/dynamic/D296910B-2A13-4574-BC85-14911D3FA0C5
https://research.sc/participant/login/dynamic/D296910B-2A13-4574-BC85-14911D3FA0C5


 







Safeguarding Cover during Half Term 

If you have any safeguarding concerns that you would like to discuss over the 

school holidays please contact:  

Roddy Lloyd-Jones on: 07718 702778 

If you do not get a response and you are concerned someone may be                          

in immediate danger or if a crime is being committed 

     please call the appropriate agency Police Ambulance Fire on 999 

  

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

Multi agency Safeguarding Team (social care) – 0300126100 

Out of hours emergency duty team (social care) – 01604 626938 

Early Help Team (social care) - 01604 365955 

Local authority designated officer (LADO) – LADOReferral@northamptonshire.gov.uk 
  

OXFORDSHIRE 

Multi agency Safeguarding Team (social care) – 0345 050 7666 

Out of hours emergency duty team (social care) – 0800 833 408 

Local authority designated officer (LADO) - 01865 810603  

lado.safeguardingchildren@oxfordshire.gov.uk 
  

Alternatively, you can contact the Local Community Support Service (LCSS) who offer professionals 

advice and support where there is a concern relating to a young person in Oxfordshire. 

LCSS North 0345 241 2703    

 NSPCC helpline - 0808 800 5000      

NSPCC under 18 helpline – 08001111 

 

mailto:LADOReferral@northamptonshire.gov.uk
mailto:lado.safeguardingchildren@oxfordshire.gov.uk

